Abstract. The paper deals with the stability of centerline inhomogenity of continuously cast slabs and hot rolled products. The centerline segregation is a disadvantageous failure of slabs which can affect the quality properties of the final products. During hot rolling of slabs the centerline segregation pattern will become thin and stretch and it can also be detected in the middle part of heavy plates and coils. It is a common experience that the centerline segregation of heavy plates can not be easily decreased by post heat treatment. The pattern of the centerline segregation was modeled physically by preparing a sandwich structure of steel plates with different levels of carbon and alloying elements. Homogenization experiments were performed and the samples were examined metallographically. Diffusional calculations proved the governing role of carbon activity which is influenced by the distribution of alloying elements.
Introduction
The centerline segregation in slabs develops in a complex way; it is connected partly to the macrosegregation and partly to the shrinkage of solidifying melt.
As a result of these processes, the centerline segregated part of the slab will have a different chemical composition compared to the average composition and/or it will contain shrinkage holes.
After the solidification process during hot rolling the complex shaped interdendritic holes will be closed as a function of strains. The difference in chemical composition will remain even after the slab has spent several hours at over 1000 o C in the soaking furnace before hot rolling. Heavy plates with centerline segregation will contain, depending on the solidification and technological parameters, a middle part with a chemical composition dissimilar to the average (i.e. in case of St52 grade the segregated area can be characterized by a carbon content of 0.3-0.5 wt% and manganese content of 1.7-1.9 wt%). This area can also contain remnants of shrinkage holes (flaws).
The question arises: is it possible to decrease the centerline segregation level by diffusional homogenization if there are no flaws -which can impede the diffusion -in the segregated area? According to the industrial experiences, the segregation level (including the carbon content) can hardly be decreased by heat treatment. It is claimed by the authors without detailed explanation that manganese decreases the activity of carbon and this affects the carbon diffusion, but other elements like phosphorus can also play an important role [1] . The phenomenon also connects to the "uphill diffusion theory" first published by Darken [2] .
Experimental work
The aim of the experimental work is to map the effect of manganese on the carbon diffusion in an inhomogeneous carbon and manganese distribution. For this reason preparation and examination of samples containing artificial centerline segregation was decided and sandwich structured samples with three layers were produced by accumulative roll bonding (ARB) process. ARB is a proper technology for preparation oriented and nanostructured samples [3] , and the banded structure of hot rolled materials can also be reproduced experimentally [4] .
For physical modeling of a plate with centerline segregation three layered samples were prepared, in which the center part contained higher carbon (and manganese) content than the plates used for covering on both sides. After grinding the steel plate surfaces, the three pieces were welded together by CO 2 laser (Fig. 1) . Welding has a double role: it gives a rigid mechanical connection between the parts and protects the inner surfaces of the steel plates from oxidation. The welded samples were heated up between 1020-1050 o C and after soaking they were rolled in several passes by a duo type hot rolling device. In order to reach the required strain (about 50 %), an intermediate reheating of the samples was necessary.
The typical structure of the sandwich samples can be seen in Fig 2. It proves the applicability of the ARB process for achieving real metallic connection between the layers. According to Table 1 , two different combinations of plate materials were applied in the sample preparation. In the case of Sample C there is no big difference between the manganese content of the core and cover steels. This sample was used for validating the ARB method from the viewpoint of carbon diffusion. In the case of Sample E a sharp manganese step was aimed to reach beside the carbon difference.
Diffusional heat treatments of the samples were performed in a laboratory furnace between 1000 and 1150 o C with different soaking times. In order to prevent the interaction between the sample surface and the furnace atmosphere, the small specimens were covered with mild steel sheets welded down hermetically. After treatments the specimens were unwrapped. In all cases the surfaces of the samples were free of oxidation, which proves the effectiveness of the applied shielding method. Metallographical examinations were performed in transversal cross sections of the specimens, and one part of the samples was quenched from 
Experimental results
Sample C series was used to control the eligibility of sandwich structured samples for diffusional experiments (i.e. checking the permeability of the metal-metal boundaries in the samples from the point of view of carbon diffusion). The expected carbon distribution in austenite after homogenizations at different temperatures with different durations was calculated mathematically by using a proper diffusional model (the diffusion process is governed by the carbon content difference, independently of the presence of other elements). The analysis of measured and calculated quenched hardness proved that the metal-metal boundaries inside the sample do not hinder carbon diffusion. The result of this evaluation has been published earlier [5] .
The same calculation method was applied to estimate the hardness distributions of the Sample E series. As an example, the calculated and measured quenched hardness distribution after homogenization at 1150 o C (2 hours) can be seen in Fig. 3 for one half of the sample. The half of the core material is 0.6 mm, in this region the manganese content is 1.7 wt%. The estimated hardness in the core is lower than the measured value, which means the real carbon content in reality is higher than the estimated one. In the cover zone where the manganese content is much lower, the opposite effect can be observed: the real carbon content is lower than the calculated value, especially close to the core-cover boundary. The diffusion coefficient of manganese is much lower than that of the carbon (the difference is around 4-5 orders of magnitude), so the sharp step in the manganese distribution at 0.6 mm does not change substantially during homogenization. As a consequence, the effect of manganese content on the carbon diffusion process can be assumed, which can explain the difference between the measured and calculated quenched hardness distribution. 
Parameters of the samples C E

Analysis of the results, introduction of an "effective" diffusion coefficient
So that the effect of manganese distribution on the carbon diffusion in austenite can be taken into account, a calculation method was developed, in which the driving force of the carbon diffusion depends on the carbon activity differences in the sample. There are several data in the literature for the activity of carbon in the austenitic region and these models give almost the same values in the case of pure iron-carbon systems. Fig. 4 compares the carbon activity results of three models [6] [7] [8] [9] for two different temperatures as a function of carbon content. There are only slight differences between them. The correlation is much worse if the presence of 2 wt% manganese is supposed. Fig.  5 summarizes the results of the three models for 1150 o C. Almost a double difference can be found between the results of Hillert's and of Wyss' models, which indicates the uncertainty of the models under these circumstances.
In order to determine the carbon profile after a given period of heat treatment, it is necessary to introduce a new parameter describing the migration of carbon atoms caused by carbon activity differences in austenite. The activity of carbon can be considered as an "effective" carbon content and similarly we can define an "effective" carbon diffusion coefficient which describes the diffusion of carbon if there is any difference in the activity levels of carbon inside the part. The diffusion Diffusion in Solids and Liquids V process is governed by the differences of carbon activities in austenite. If the activity level is the same for the whole sample, there will be no more reason for carbon atoms to proceed to diffuse. In a pure iron-carbon system after a long enough period of soaking time this results in a uniform carbon content distribution because the activity level of carbon is also uniform. Otherwise, if the homogeneous carbon activity level is disturbed for some reason (e.g. alloying elements are present), the long term carbon activity equalisation will result in a non-homogeneous carbon content distribution. In this case, e.g. after a long term homogenization, there will be some remaining carbon content difference in the sample. Homogenous carbon content distribution can only be achieved in case of homogeneous carbon activity field. In the case of the pure iron-carbon system the "effective" carbon diffusion coefficient can be determined by the following method. Let us see the curves in Fig. 6 showing the calculation results of Sample C (no sharp manganese step in the sample) at 1000 o C, after 10, 30, 60 and 120 min. homogenization. In these cases the activity of carbon in austenite depends only on the local carbon content (and temperature) both in the core and cover layers. The diagram in Fig. 6 contains 3 curves for each soaking time which almost coincide with each other. One of these curves was calculated by the commercial COMSOL (finite element, FE) software (Line 1 in Fig. 6) , the other by a simple one dimensional finite difference (FD) algorithm (Line 2 in Fig 6. ). In these two cases the governing role of carbon content difference was supposed and the traditional carbon diffusion coefficient was applied. The third curve was calculated also by the same FD algorithm, but the carbon activity field was taken into account instead of the carbon concentration field (Line 3 in Fig 6) . In this calculation the diffusion coefficient was tuned step by step by hand for approaching the carbon concentration profile represented by Line 1 and Line 2. When the difference between Line 2 and Line 3 became lower, then the error threshold limit, the actual diffusion coefficient was accepted as an "effective" diffusion coefficient. The "effective" carbon diffusion coefficient is, of course, independent of the soaking time and for the four cases given in Fig. 6 the same coefficient was applied. The introduction of the FD calculation method aimed to take into account the mass conservation law in every calculation cycle as well. The calculation results summarized in this figure prove that the diffusion calculation based on carbon activity differences in austenite in a pure iron-carbon system can serve the same results as the traditional method using the carbon concentration differences as the driving force of diffusion.
The same calculation method was performed for five different homogenization temperatures for Sample C. Fig. 7 contains the calculation results. The "effective" carbon diffusion coefficient in Defect and Diffusion Forum Vols. 297-301austenite depends almost linearly on temperature and its value is roughly three times higher than the traditional carbon diffusion coefficient. 
Carbon diffusion with non-homogeneous manganese distribution
Sample E contains a sharp manganese step in its middle part and this locally decreases the activity of carbon in austenite according to Fig. 5 . In this case the carbon activity in austenite depends not only on the carbon content and the temperature, but on the manganese content as well. The calculation method described above can be applied for this case by using the carbon activity field data and the "effective" carbon diffusion coefficient supposing that manganese does not affect considerably the value of the "effective" carbon diffusion coefficient. At the same time we can assume that the manganese does not diffuse because of its very low diffusion coefficient. One part of the calculation results concerning the homogenization case discussed in connection with Fig. 3 is given in Fig. 8 . The diagram summarizes the carbon content distribution in austenite after 2 hours of homogenization at 1150 o C taking into account the effect of presence of manganese in the middle part of the sample. For comparison the calculation result of traditional method is also given.
As a result of the introduction of an "effective" carbon diffusion coefficient and of the carbon activity governed calculation method, the carbon content distribution shows a step-like shape. The extent of the step depends on the model type by which the activity dependence of carbon on the manganese content is approached (see Fig. 5 ). The Wyss' model gives almost the same result as the traditional one, the greatest difference is given by Hillert's theory, in this case the carbon step caused by the manganese difference is around 0.15 wt%.
The predicted quenched hardness distribution of this sample can also be recalculated taking into account the non-continuous carbon content distribution according to Fig. 8 . The hardness calculation results are given in Fig. 9 , which also contains the originally measured and the traditionally calculated hardness distribution (see also Fig. 3) . From the point of view of hardness distribution, the Wyss' model also gives a result similar to the traditional calculation. The Huang's model predicts the hardness in the core area very well, but overestimates the hardness on the low manganese side of the core-cover boundary. Hillert's model describes the hardness in this area pretty well, but overestimates the hardness in the core. A more detailed analysis and the measurement of carbon distribution could help to choose the most realistic model. 
Conclusions
The cross-effect between carbon and manganese in the diffusional homogenization process of austenite can be described by the presented method in a most logical way. The calculation results are in good accordance both with the measured hardness distributions and with the industrial experiences concerning centerline segregation. Manganese seems to have a double role in the stability of centerline segregation. It diffuses very slowly, so there is no chance for manganese homogenization under industrial circumstances and this must result in a higher carbon content in the centerline area than the average carbon content according to the described mechanism. On the other hand, during the transformation processes manganese enhances the formation of harder microstructural constituents with lower plasticity like pearlite, bainite and martensite, which, in general, are harmful for the quality of the product.
